Cultural Arts:
- Whoever You Are by Mem Fox (available in bilingual edition)
- Pie Biter by Ruthanne Lum McCunn (Trilingual)
- Dragon Soup by Arlene Williams

Dinosaurs
- Fossils Tell of Long Ago by Aliki
- Danny and the Dinosaur by Syd Hoff (also in Spanish)
- What Happened to Patrick's Dinosaurs? By Carol Cararicle

Entomology - Bugs:
- Ace Lacewing by David Biedrzycki
- Bugs for Lunch by Margery Facklam (also available in Spanish)
- Ant Cities by Arthur Dorros

Foods / Nutrition:
- Good Enough to Eat by Lizzy Rockwell
- Gregory, the Terrible Eater by Mitchell Sharmat
- Green Eggs & Ham by Dr. Suess

Life on the Farm:
- Some Pig by E.B. White
- The Year at Maple Hill Farm by Alice Provensen
- The Day the Dog said “cock-a-doodle-doo” by David McPhail (also available in Spanish)

Oceans
- The Snail & the Whale by Julia Donaldson
- Big Blue Ocean by Bill Nye
- Dark Days in the Deep Blue or Dolphins at Daybreak by Mary Osborne (Dolphins also available in Spanish)
**Skateboarding**
- Skateboard Mom by Barbara Odanaks
- Ride to the Top by Alice Dietrich, Tony Hawk & Andy Macdonald

**Self Esteem**
- The Ugly Duckling by Has Christian Anderson
- No Fair by Caren Holtzman
- Feeling Afraid by Joy Berry

**Science, Engineering & Technology**
- Cactus Hotel by Brena Z. Guiberson
- Harry and Horsie by Katie Van Camp
- Building Manhattan by Laura Vila

**Space**
- Astronauts Living in Space by Kate Haythers
- Magic School Bus, Space Explorers by Eva Moore
- Commander Toad in Space by Jane Yolen
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